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LETTER FROM THE CEO

Hi Boss Babes of South Africa,
We're proud to launch our skill-sharing platform as part of our

latest offerings to our amazing community of talented

females. This is the perfect opportunity for you to contribute

your skills and knowledge to the Sisterhood of positive

possibilities. 

I would love to welcome you to join forces with our anchor

team of women and let us know if there is a skill or knowledge

that you would love to transfer. Knowledge is power and

power means empowerment.  Our cover star @Holly Mcetwa

is a long-standing ambassador of our brand, living our values

of authentic leadership in everything that she does!

Every day is woman's day, and we need to make sure that

we're respected, appreciated and valued for the selfless

contributions we make daily. I'm truly so proud of our Boss

Mag team and our Editor-in-Chief @Trishdaniel who braved

Covid-19 and still managed to lead this phenomenal edition

of the Boss Mag. We're truly a multifaceted team of

awesomeness here at team Boss babes!

Wishing you a productive month and here's to us as the
women of SA slaying our goals!

Kovini



FEMINISM ISN'T ABOUT MAKING WOMEN STRONGER.
WOMEN ARE ALREADY STRONG. IT'S ABOUT

CHANGING THE WAY THE WORLD PERCEIVES THAT
STRENGTH
-G.D ANDERSON 



by Vanessa M Naicker

1917 – Madam C.J Walker made history by using her hair loss condition to gain one

of the most memorable and successful businesses consequently becoming

the first self-made female multi-millionaire. In the days following her vast success, she

impacted society and pushed forward black-owned businesses in a very volatile

period. Her door to door sales strategy gave her consultants high wage and a

sustainable career within her Organization. Check out the series ‘ Self-Made’ on Netflix

giving a detailed story on this wonderful woman's life and learned experiences.

1921 – Edith Wharton was the first woman to win the Pulitzer Prize for her vivid and

clever novel called the age of innocence. During an era where women were expected

to behave accordingly. Edith weighed in by exhibiting the pattern of following her

dreams. The age of innocence also became a

 Oscar-winning motion picture released in 1993 which recently made its appearance

on Netflix.

1967 – Katherine Switzer conceded to be the first woman to participate in the

Boston Marathon against all odds, While participating she was ushered away by male

officials who were trying to get off the racecourse, regardless she trudged forward

and set her sights on advocating equality for women in sport.

1983 – Sally Ride took her place as the first woman to travel to space onboard the

space shuttle challenger beating the likes of one thousand skilled and qualified

candidates. Sally achieved the ultimate opportunity and will be remembered for a

lifetime.

1986 – Ellen DeGeneres was consequently the first woman to come out on national

television about her sexuality which was considered taboo status in that limited era,

furthermore went on to host her successful television show called ‘Ellen’, she was also

the first women comedian to sit on the couch of Johnny Carson who hosted the

tonight show. Ellen is by far a renowned writer, actress and producer leaving behind a

legacy of significance.

The Female Firsts
 

We take a glimpse here at the epic existence of unconventional
women who broke all barriers and engraved their 

names on the map of history never to be forgotten, 
Let’s take a little walk through the timeline of female first's

accomplishments and celebrate the multi-faceted woman in some of their
extensively massive attributes that will lead the way for future female

inspirations.



2003 –Oprah Winfrey is categorized as the first female black billionaire in history,

Oprah’s influence, candour and generosity stretches through the decades and

demonstrates what women can achieve with failures and disappointment in their path

but took each hurdle with a dose of positivity and a strong will to go beyond all

barriers, Oprah is well known for her multi-talented broad-spectrum role in the world

of television and goes beyond herself to make an impact in the lives of women.

2007- Charlize Theron is the first Mzansi based female actress to immerse herself

into Hollywood with her ambitious nature and superior beauty that lead her to

tremendous success, all the while balancing herself between award-winning roles

and doing her part as a philanthropist and animal activist. 

2020 – Billie Eilish affirms herself as the first-ever woman in history to take home the

‘big four' at the Grammys for best new artist, song of the year, album and record, now

isn’t that “everything she ever wanted “, the singing sensation prides herself on

women empowerment and is a pioneer of note.

2021 -Kamala Devi Harris takes the reign as the first-ever female in the vice

presidency at the White House, and let’s not forget the first woman of Color that is

Kamala has climbed the ranks against all odds as an attorney and made her way into

the presidency as a secretary, the rest we shall say is history, during her confirmation

making crystal clear that while she may be the first female to reach the presidency she

certainly will not be the last.

2001 – Halle Berry lets us watch her take the title of the first African American women

academy award-winning actress, not only did she just receive her award but during

her acceptance speech rose to the occasion and supported and commended the cast

of women alongside her, a genuine defining moment.

"With all the awe-inspiring evidence we have laid our eyes on
above, I leave you with a blank page and poised pen, You have it in

you, you got what it takes and there will always be room for one
more of us"



When I first read about this young woman’s story, I was compelled to

interview her. With the new norm being zoom video conference calls, we

set out to discuss her inspirational story. Right off the bat, I saw a humble

young woman with an insatiable desire to meet her goals. We started off

going back to the year in matric, which would result in a maths mark of 16%,

for an academically astute family, this came as a surprise to Theshaya, who

struggled with the subject matter. She went on to tell me how she did not

let that moment or mark define her future. She set her goals and a clear

path to achieving them.

The third-year law student enrolled to study 2 degrees in 5 years, a

Bachelor of Social Science in Criminology, Forensic Science and Law, she

set out from the start to attain distinctions. Having completed the first

degree, she walked away with 16 distinctions, and a Cum Laude Pass.

Quite a stark comparison to the 16 % in maths, a few years prior. She

mentioned how she never missed a beat and worked hard from day one,

she credits her success to her commitment and consistent efforts. She also

credits her work ethic to her family, who have always supported her and

encouraged her to keep going. Her father has always said, “if you do

something, do it properly or don’t do it all”.

Feature Interview

THESHAYA NAIDOO'S ROAD TO CUM LAUDE 

In 2018, she was awarded the Emma Smith Overseas Scholarship which recognises exceptional academic performance. She also

received the Werkmans Bursary in 2019. Some of her other achievements include making it as a finalist in the UKZN e-Learning

Competition; being recognised as a South African Women in Law by the Human Rights Moot Court, and being a finalist in GradStar

which identifies the Top 100 students in the country based on leadership qualities and readiness for the workplace. Theshaya is also

a member of the prestigious Golden Key International Honour Society and is the media director for the UKZN Criminology

Association.

Having maintained this incredible standard, she loathes mediocrity and believes if you are not willing to put the work in, do not be

surprised when you do not get the results.  Another important thing I took away from this was her ability and confidence to approach

her lecturers and insist on a remark when her marks were not of the standard she expected. She confidently states that this was

possible because of her stellar academic record and knowing her worth and academic abilities. She puts the same amount of effort

into every test, exam, and assignment. This has resulted in lecturers conceding to her and awarding her the mark she rightfully

deserved. To me, this is a young woman who knows what she wants, and she will not let anyone stand in her way.

Her driving force has always been the type of lifestyle she aspires to have, and she is unapologetic about what she wants. When she

is not in the university library or has her head in the books, she works as a Lifestyle Influencer. She uses her free time to create

content, she uses the same work ethic in this regard, claiming social media influencing is not something you do overnight, but it is a

steady and consistent game. In essence, it is important to prioritise your life, you can be book smart and be a social media influencer,

they are not mutually exclusive, it is all about a matter of perspective.

We celebrated Youth Day on the 16th of June, and stories like these show us there is hope for our country with our Youth taking the

forefront. This is a story of a young woman who did not let a bad moment define the rest of her life. 

In speaking about the limits, we sometimes put on ourselves we spoke about how our mindset can impact the results we get. A quote

that has always resonated with her is “the sky can’t be the limit if there are footprints on the moon”. What an impactful quote, and

words to live by. She found a way to win, and if her journey thus far is any indication, she is going to keep winning!

Do you have an inspirational story you would like to share? Dm the @thebossmag_

   

ALPHA PERSONALITY: She has it all – beauty, charm,

intelligence and handles difficult situations well.   Men are

highly intimidated by that.  She knows her worth and is fine

being on her own. She is bossy and sarcastic in some

situations. In business, she is a beast who gets whatever she

wants. She’s never intimidated by strong men. She has a kind

heart, combined with a sassy nature.

BETA PERSONALITY: She is similar to an Alpha but less

dominating. She does all those little things that nobody else

wants to do and gets less recognition than the Alpha. She

deserves such good things, yet rarely gets them, leaving scars

in her heart. She suffers in silence but hides it in public. Betas

think that nobody likes them, so when complimented, this

surprises them.

GAMMA PERSONALITY: A Gamma woman is not similar to an

Alpha woman. She’s always ready to help. She strives to be

healthy and feels good in her own skin. Her environment and

home are important to her. Faith and spirituality rank high on

her list. She is extremely hard-working, she knows her worth. In

the end, she always gets what she wants because she makes

long term plans for success.

ALPHA VS BETA VS GAMMA
VS OMEGA VS DELTA VS
SIGMA PERSONALITY

WHICH PERSONALITY TYPE
ARE YOU?

By Saloshini Moodley
Did you ever wonder what exactly makes you tick and why? As you read along, you

will identify with the personality type that resonates with you most. Let’s start from the

beginning.  According to the Myers – Briggs, ‘type indicator’ (which is a self-report

questionnaire), it indicates your personality type, your preferences in decision making

and how you perceive the world. It was developed by the mother and daughter team,

Katharine Briggs and Isabel Briggs Myers.

Alpha vs Beta vs Gamma vs Omega vs Delta vs Sigma personality types is a

categorisation that helps us understand people better. Some women, I know have

been Betas all their lives, but feel the need to change to Alphas because they love the

spirit of the Alpha females. Just remember, you can’t transform into someone that you

are not, overnight. With that being said, let’s briefly explore these types of

personalities……

OMEGA PERSONALITY: She doesn’t enjoy spending time with

people she barely knows. Instead, she rather remains home

alone with a good book. She is emotionally intelligent. She’s

hard to spot at first, yet she is an absolute gem. However, she’s

hypersensitive. In her private life, she tends to be a little messy

and lazy. In business, she always puts others first. She’s really

worth knowing, you can learn so much from her. She longs to

experience the love people write books about.

DELTA PERSONALITY: She is shy, modest and patient. She

enjoys her own company. She never fights with her enemies,

she is clever enough to keep them close. She always strives to

be the best version of herself, even if it means that she has to go

the extra mile to achieve that. She knows good things don’t

happen overnight.

SIGMA PERSONALITY: She strives to be like an Alpha, but she

will never have those qualities. She’s too emotional to end toxic

relationships. She never forgets that someone hurt her. 

 Revenge comforts her and the taste of victory thrills her. When

she is angry, her looks can kill. She’s proud of her

accomplishments and never gives others the satisfaction of

bringing her down.

Your personality certainly does not define you. Multi-faceted women have
quirks and flaws, and are not perfect, yet aspire to inspire, it is what makes

us authentically extraordinary!
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You are blessed to have your child

Surround yourself with other inspiring mums who can uplift, help, be a good friend

and encourage you                      

Always have some alone time to relax and unwind                  

Give yourself credit and recognition for all you do daily                                                   

The words “I love you mummy” is priceless and is worth far more than all the riches in

the world 

Have fun with your kids, enjoy them and the moments of laughter

Having a routine and schedule is good, but winging it on some days are ok too

This right here, raising your kids is and always will be one of your greatest

accomplishments in life

by Nicole Sukhai
When a woman takes a little being into her care and commits to raise and love them

unconditionally, it radically transforms her identity to become that of a mother. Whether a

woman has carried her children in her own body, adopted or claimed a child in any other

way, she is in every element a mother. A mother is not just the person who births children,

nurtures and raises them, she is also a caregiver, unconditional love giver, housekeeper,

cook, baker, psychologist, doctor, disciplinarian, protector and comforter. The definition

of a mother, momma, mama, mummy is endless just as a mother’s love for her children is

endless. In every sense of the word, a mother is multi-faceted. 

Motherhood is one of the most incredible journeys a woman can ever experience in life.

It’s a beautiful process, yet at the same time can break a woman unlike anything else. It's

common for moms to bring themselves down and beat themselves up because they

doubt their abilities. As a full-time working mum of a 5-year old, I can attest to the

exhaustion and the emotional rollercoasters mothers endure.

The work-life balance for a mom can be difficult and can drain you. The pressures and

demands of both work and home can really create a nasty effect of all walls closing in,

which leaves most mothers feeling like they are inadequate and unworthy. It's important

to know that almost all mothers feel and go through these emotions and struggles every

day. 

Here are some of the things that have helped and kept me motivated.

Mothers have supernatural strength and love. A mother’s love has the power to carry,

protect and inspire her children and family. Never underestimate the amazing job

you’re doing as a mum daily, and never underestimate the power of a mother’s love

and simply just being a mother.

                       

The 
Multifaceted

Mother
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If you are a mom, you are a superhero, period
-Rosie Pope  



TALK TO US
Facebook:  ava_lifestyle_app
Instagram: ava_lifestyle_app
Email:
chanelle@avalifestyle.co.za

TALK TO US
LinkedIn: TamlynneHuntley
Instagram: _beenglish
Website: 
www.beenglish.co.za
Email: info@beenglish.co.za

”We believe that South

Africa has created and

educated phenomenal

teachers, that to me is a

resource“

Beenglish was established in 2019
with the purpose of creating a safe
transition for teachers to teach and
experience the world as the CEO
Tamlynne Huntley stated: 

As a teacher herself she wishes to give
more people the opportunity of
witnessing and harnessing the power of
being an educator. 

They help with:
•training
•courses (ie Tef course and degree
referral programs) 
•time management practices
•finding quality ESL placements (with
more than 50 teachers in their
database)
•They give their teachers constant
encouragement and assist with
creating a comfortable classroom
experience. 

The pandemic not only affected job
security for business owners but for
teachers too. As they expand they
would love for you to be a part of that
journey. Follow them to get tips, tricks
and hacks on how to be a great
teacher. 

Last year during the
pandemic Chanelle Cupido, a
female driven by passion
started developing The Ava
Lifestyle APP, which is an
online platform for local
small businesses who need
an app to run their
business.

They focus on local trade
and their goal is to help
assist entrepreneurs of
various age groups. She
believes that:

“Africa is a continent with

rich soil and a world of

opportunities even in the

pandemic ”

What they provide: 
•They assist customers by easily
chatting to 
professionals and tracking business 
performances and sales
•They offer business reports on request 
•Businesses can choose to 
assign their own driver who will be 
responsible for the goods they deliver. 
•Free marketing and business
workshops
•Secured payment method for
customers
•Tools that allow free brand
advertising

Right now The Ava app needs an
investor. The app will be launching in
2023. To follow their journey please
reach out to them and become part of
their community. 



Here are three fragrances from my collection that I have fallen in love with.

Jimmy Choo, I Want Choo Eau de Parfum is a powerful, uplifting and velvety

floral fragrance. The heart of the fragrance has Red Spider Lily and Jasmine

Sambac while the base note is soft Vanilla,  which gives the fragrance a slight

gourmand feel. Just in case you do not know what a  gourmand fragrance is, it

is an almost beautiful bakery aroma. 

Love Chopard Eau de Parfum was released in 2020 however the brand is

newly released in South  Africa. This fragrance brings out everything red carpet

and is an oriental-floral-gourmand fragrance with an infusion of Rose, Rose oil,

Rose absolute coupled with Jasmine and Orange blossom. The rich base has

notes of Honey, Bourbon Vanilla and Tonka Bean. Only available at Truworths

and Edgars. 

Givenchy Irresistible Eau de Toilette which has just been released in store.

This is a delightful fruity floral woodsy fragrance that is sheer and playful. The

heart is a beautiful floral bouquet of Iris and  Demask Rose, and this is

accompanied by Woody notes, Cedarwood and Musk. It is certainly an

uplifting fragrance with Black Currant bud in the top note.

I am often asked how to make a fragrance last. My suggestion is that you spray the

warm parts of your body from the inside of your hands, up to your arms, behind your

neck and even behind your knees. Dry skin does not hold fragrance for as long as

normal to oily skin, it is therefore important to moisturize your skin before applying

the fragrance. In addition, I suggest that you apply your fragrance immediately after

showering or bathing when one’s body is warm and before you get dressed.

Floral: Romanic, elegant makeup and kind,  

Citrus: Energetic, carefree and love the outdoors, wears little or no makeup 

Woody: Outgoing and passionate about life in general 

Oriental: Mysterious and love to stand out in a crowd, wear bold makeup 

Gourmand: Sensual and people are drawn to you, wears exotic makeup 

Oud: Love to make a statement when entering a room 

By Liz Ferrett
Here are some easy suggestions of the different fragrance types;

MUST HAVE FRAGRANCES
My name is Liz Ferrett, fondly known as The Fragrance Queen. I joined the

beauty business in my early twenties and fell in love with how fragrance can

make one feel. Our sense of smell is the most powerful of all our senses and can

provoke emotional reactions. I love the fact that fragrance can somehow lift

one’s mood immediately. There is so much more to choosing a fragrance and it

is important that you choose one to suit your lifestyle and personality. It is not

advisable to view a fragrance that smells great on someone else, rather choose

something that will make your personal style shine through. 



Meet our
CovergirlHolly

Hi Boss Babes,
My name is Khululwa-Holly Mcetywa better known as

Holly to most people. I am the proud owner of Queen K

Beauty, and I am also a Social Media Influencer.

More about me:
I am 25 years old, born and raised in Cape Town,

South Africa. I have been an influencer for about 7

Years and my niche is Beauty & Lifestyle

I love animals, especially horses, I used to ride

professionally for about 8 years before I began

pursuing my love for Hospitality. I became an

Ambassador for the ONOMO Hotel Group.

I then went on to establish my own beauty brand

called "Queen K Beauty" in July 2020. 

What makes me proud to be a Boss Babe: 
Whenever I think about being a Boss Babe I think

about sisterhood and how women inspire other

women to be the best version of themselves.  

Queens see Queens!



You are your
experiences 

 by Hilary Green

''If there is anything I’ve
realised over the last few

months of pandemic life, it is
that life is too short to not

pursue your dreams.'' 
 You’ve heard the idiom about being a square peg in a round

hole, right? Well, throughout my working career, I felt like

that was me. Except that I thought of myself as more of an

irregular polygon who tried very hard to fit into the neat

square of the corporate world.

I have always been a creator and storyteller. Some of my

earliest childhood memories are of learning to draw –

figuring out how to translate what I saw in the world into

something recognisable on paper. I vividly recall the

moment that I realised that my granny’s head of curly grey

hair could be translated into a bunch of small circles on top

of a bigger circle on paper. I was sure that all I needed for the

rest of my life was an endless supply of paper and a Crayola

caddy. 

My love of words followed. I developed a deep love of

reading and creative writing at school. One of my fondest

memories is a journal writing project we did in high school.

My teacher handed back our marked journals and then

called me aside and suggested that I kept writing and that I

needed to nurture that talent. 

I’ve always found so much joy in the writing process. From

researching to create a foundation, and then building with

words. Moving sentences around and refining as I go until I

have a result that is clear, engaging and most importantly,

achieves its purpose of persuading, informing, or delighting

the reader.

With that realisation, I decided to quit the corporate world and

create ‘Scribely’, an irregular polygon-shaped niche for myself.

Scribely offers a content writing service for small organisations. I

also offer a plain language service for financial institutions. And

never forgetting my crayon loving roots, illustrations and

paintings that tell stories and bring joy. 

Were all those years in the corporate square a waste? Not at all. I

am grateful to have gained many important skills. From the

importance of customer relationships, time management to

problem-solving and project management. A background in

insurance claims and product development taught me how to

read and translate complex insurance documents, full of

legalese, into a language that everyone can understand. I also

had many study opportunities which enriched my knowledge

and understanding of the world. 

Launching this business required a lot of introspection and I’ve

come to realise that who I am today is made up of my

experiences yesterday and all the days before that. And that a

multitude of life experiences, which don’t always seem to make

sense at the time, could culminate in something that eventually

makes perfect sense. 

And perhaps I am less of an irregular polygon and more of a

mouldable piece of clay, constantly changing and evolving and

somehow able to fit into whatever shape I need to be at the

time. 

How have you become the sum of your

experiences?

 



by Nomfundo Nonobbee 
Moving from Durban to another city was never a dream for me. The failure of my marriage was a push for me to move

from my hometown, an environment where most believed that as a wife you must have tolerance, be strong and endure

all the hardships of marriage. When things didn’t work out between us now, I was just numb. The only thought on my

mind was to get up and leave my hometown. Sad to say that the failure of my marriage was the beginning of my success

story.

After leaving everything behind and finding myself in Cape Town with only one suitcase I had no choice but to be strong.

Cape Town was a perfect city to heal, regain strength and find me. I needed my kids next to me so they were a push for

me to work hard as schooling and funds couldn’t allow me to stay with them at that time. I vowed that no matter what the

following year I will stay with them. I wanted to bring them to Cape Town to the city of calm, sweet vibes and good

people. Little did I know that I would end up in Johannesburg city of gold. The move was influenced by my heart trying to

give my ex-husband another chance. The chance was indeed a chance for me to rebuild my life in this city because after

a few months I officially divorced him.

Johannesburg is known for its vibrant fast life, good life, and expensive lifestyle. The written pieces about it speak of its

crimes, dangers, and art that it possesses. It is the city of Gold they say “Kanyama kay’pheli, kuphela amazinyo endoda.”

My experiences with the city were both bad and good. Coming from a warm cultural upbringing I met some mean people

who care about themselves only. You ought to be judged as dumb by some if you are a Zulu girl from KZN. I found myself

in a place where I’m battling with personal divorce issues, homesickness, and dealing with the treatment I was getting

from some individuals. One can easily succumb to being like most and blend in. I chose to be more of myself, love myself

for who I am, be proud of my culture and my cultural upbringing until they accept me for who I am. When you are far from

home you can’t afford to lose focus of your goals. My weekends were for my side hustles because my salary wasn’t

enough to put my kids to school and feed them.  I did makeup artistry freelance work and sold clothes until I opened my

online shop and got involved in rental property.

I climbed the corporate ladder until I was a corporate account executive. After 7 years of me being in the city of gold, I

chose to pursue my childhood dream of being a businesswoman. This happened last year at the end of November. My

experiences proved that Johannesburg is the best city to start a business in. I opened a restaurant and bar called Aretas

Lounge and a Spa called Basil Beauty Bar. The city will groom you, knock you off, get you strong, and humble you. It gets

you addicted to the hustle, there is always a new level to reach.

70% to 80% of small businesses in South Africa fail in the first 3 years. That is scary I won’t lie, I think about it quite often

however I don’t allow it to demotivate me instead it has become a drive for me to keep going, to study more about the

businesses I’ve ventured into. It has motivated me to know my market, expect low days and the unexpected

Allow me to rename the Johannesburg “City of Gold” to Johannesburg “City of Hope."

"My story continues and God is the writer

of it. I am just an actress"

A STORY OF COURAGE 
& PERSEVERANCE



REMOVING THE RHETORIC: WOMEN AT WORK

''Women can
be engineers
and men can
be chefs - and
that both
genders are
equal to any
task. Bravo!''

"Mum, do you know what the division of

labour means?" asked my 10-year-old son,

enthusiastically, at the end of another

interesting day at school.

Of course, in typical mum fashion, I pretended

not to know so that he could share his

understanding in his own words. He

explained that there is no longer division of

labour in the workplace today as there had

been in the past. He cited examples of how

women can be engineers and men can be

chefs - and that both genders are equal to any

task. Bravo!

These are the messages we need to be

sending out to young boys and girls in their

formative years so that they develop a

progressive attitude and outlook on life. Oh!

And it does help that my son has a fellow

female learner who plays with them on the

school soccer team - talk about giving them a

run... literally!

As optimistic as this makes me feel, let me

remove my rose-tinted glasses and share how

the notion of "equality" as espoused in

textbooks and workplace employment

guidelines often fails in practice.

A few years ago, two months into the

pregnancy of my second son, I had applied

for a half-day job, which suited me perfectly

given my other freelance work. The

company loved my CV and thought I was a

perfect fit - in their words. They replied

saying they would be keen for me to

consider another position - a full day, full-

time post. I explained that with my

pregnancy, I would prefer the half-day

position and that this would also minimise

disruptions to their business flow.

I did not hear from them again. But, their

silence spoke volumes. I was naturally very

upset, more so because this was a company

that advertised that they are run by women,

for women. So surely, they would

understand and be familiar with pregnancy

and maternity leave? Surely, they would

value my honesty?

I wanted to call them out - but then I realised,

given their nonchalant attitude, they would

probably label it a matter of my "raging

pregnancy hormones".

And so I chose to breathe and move on. Why

then am I bringing it up now, you may ask?

Shouldn't we be celebrating Women's

Month?

By Maya Jagjivan Kalicharan
 



I'm a journalist. I believe in telling it like it is. Particularly during August in

South Africa, it's easy to say all the right things; easy to share flattering words

on social media and create an impression that women do have an equal

place at workstations. But what happens during the other 11 months of the

year? Are women recognised for the worth they bring to the workplace, and

not judged or overlooked based on their choices? Always easier said than

done, as my experience proves.

Dynamics within the workplace for both men and women have shifted

tremendously, with the COVID-19 pandemic and subsequent lockdowns.

Like millions of South Africans, I have been working from home since March

2020. I have surpassed my own expectations. I have learnt new skills and

techniques and grown both professionally and personally. Of course, there

have been challenges too.

Juggling taking care of the children, cooking, cleaning and the dishes – oh

those dishes! – amid work emails, discussions and the actual work is a

delicate balancing act. I know I'm not alone

According to a report by the United Nations Entity for Gender Equality and

the Empowerment of Women, also known as UN Women, "The impacts of

crises are never gender-neutral, and COVID-19 is no exception."

"For countless women in economies of every size, along with losing income,

unpaid care and domestic work burden have exploded. While everyone is

facing unprecedented challenges, women are bearing the brunt of the

economic and social fallout of COVID-19."

This is the difficult reality facing us in Women's Month and beyond. I draw

inspiration from anti-apartheid activist Professor Fatima Meer, who said,

“Regardless of how many years we have spent in this life, we must get up and

shout.”

''Through my writing, I'm using my voice to shout against
unfair labour prejudices that persist.

I'm using my voice to shout against companies that practice
discrimination against women based on pregnancy and
motherhood.''

I'm using my voice to shout against patriarchal beliefs that domestic work should be
borne by women alone.  - Maya Jagjivan Kalicharan

 
Can I hear you shouting with me too?  



Beverley Maphakane
I spent most of my life suffering from immense low esteem issues because I was born different. I was born with my right

hand deformed; with only two fingers on it. Growing up, I saw nothing wrong with myself, until I grew old enough to

get questioned about the way I looked. At first, I could not understand the questions from society and my peers.

Although I always knew I was somehow different, I did not think it was such a big deal. Through being questioned and

felt bombarded by the utterances of negative opinions and judgements, I felt a need to take a more conscious look at

my hand in the mirror. As I looked, I instantly understood why people relentlessly questioned me. I realized that her

hand in question was indeed questionable and weird and very much different.

As a teenager, I decided right there that I could no longer stand being stared at uncomfortably and be asked the

questions I could not answer. The fact that I was in my teen phase added more woes to my misery. Just like my peers, I

also wanted to be seen as beautiful, I wanted to be recognized and approved by people when I was on the streets.

Considering how my hand looks, I knew the odds were already against me in getting the recognition my peers would

get. To avoid further jeopardization of chances of getting approval from the outsiders, I decided right there that I was

going to hide it. I started walking with my arms folded or my hand being in the pocket. It was so reflex that I even hid

my hand from myself. 

I did not realize the negative impact the concealment of my hand had on me until I hit rock bottom. As I was working

on getting myself up, I began to realize that I was never free in my life, and the issue of my hand had previously cost me

many opportunities, including an opportunity to be my true self. It dawned on me that I was never free with the way I

walked, dressed and interacted with others, because I was afraid that should I talk a bit louder or dress a bit more

colourful, attention might get drawn to me and then people would notice that something was “off” with me. So, I made

sure that I stayed confined.

When all that painful reflection and retrospection happened, I knew I had to make changes. I knew that I had to break

free and be whom I was meant to be. I then embarked on a self-discovery journey- where I got awakened to the fact

that I should never have given people’s opinions a chance to define me. I confronted myself in the mirror by facing my

hand which I deemed flawed, in the process of accepting it. I did a lot of self-forgiveness. And I started telling myself

that “You are beautiful, strong and amazing.”

During the process, I started writing my first book of which I titled “Beauty Lies In My Eyes.” I started uploading

pictures of my hand visible on social media platforms and on captions I told my story. Through that, I started getting

invitations to speak to young girls about body image and the impact of physical insecurities. After every speech, I get

comments that I should do more of what I am doing because I bring light and healing to their body image issues. 

CHANGING LIVES OF OTHERS BY TELLING
MY OWN STORY



My name is Samentha Reddy and I am 37 years old. I am from Durban, a

beautiful and energetic city in KwaZulu Natal.  I am a Professional Mental

Health Nurse practising in Durban. I have been a nurse for 15 years and

practising in Mental Health for 10 years. My siblings and I come from humble

beginnings, and my dad passed away when I was a teenager. My passion for

nursing stems from my reading about Florence Nightingale and her passion

to serve her community. In my spare time, I invest a lot in my health and

beauty products as I have to feel and look good to help others heal. It makes

me feel confident, strong and gets me through my day.

I am currently a Finalist for Ms Unseen International 2021, representing Kwa-

Zulu Natal. Ms Unseen International is the first unconventional, gender

equality pageant. It emphasizes the redefinition of beauty by focusing solely

on the inner heart and soul of each individual, who can make an impactful

difference in their local communities. Charina Joubert is the Founder and

CEO of Unseen International which was established in 2020. Charina

Joubert is currently reigning Mrs Western Cape 2020 and former Mrs South

Africa Semi-Finalist 2019. She is also the founder of a Non-Profit Organisation

Fightback. Her vision of Ms Unseen International is to change the perception

of beauty, focusing rather on body positivity, gender-based violence, gender

equality and mental health. 

Biography of "Ms Unseen Finalist"
Samentha Reddy 

As a finalist, my passion and vision are to serve and uplift my community. With

the current challenges our country is experiencing due to the pandemic,  my

focus is to educate and create awareness of mental health. I plan to do this

through social media content, writing articles, and sharing information about

mental health resources. An emphasis on self-care will be part of my journey. 

 As a contestant of Ms Unseen International 2021, I founded my own Non-

Profit Organization called "Honeycombe of Hope" in April 2021. This is in

memory of my eldest sister Ivashni Reddy who passed away in 2016  from

lung cancer. My organization assists unemployed individuals with grocery

hampers, and school children with much-needed school supplies. The

projects are funded by family and friends. 

There is a quote that I have stuck next to my mirror, which inspires and helps

me get through the most challenging days “My mission in life is not merely to

survive but to thrive and to do so with some passion, some compassion,

some humour and some style” – Maya Angelou

I'm also reminded of a quote by Meghan Markle, “Life is not enough just to

survive something, you’ve got to thrive and you’ve got to feel happy”



Self-care is giving the world the
best of you, instead of what's

left of you
-Katie Reed



Things  we  dont
talk  about
enough. . .

By Sue-Anne Govender

Some pregnancies can be difficult! Why is it that we

shy away from speaking of uncomfortable

experiences?. I say share everything, let women know

that perfection is overrated. Be more open about the

difficulties, let others know the pros and cons. Create a

sisterhood that supports every type of woman.

0 1 P R E G N A N C I E S  C A N
B E  T O U G H ! !

0 2 M E N T A L  H E A L T H
W O O S

Say it with me! - My mental health matters. No, it is not

taboo. No, I don't care what anyone thinks, they don't

live in my body.  No, you don't have to conform to the

expectations of society to be a ''resilient, strong, over-

achieving woman'' just to be taken seriously''!. Simone

Biles showed the world that a voice that can speak out

against societal pressures and standards is far greater

than an Olympic medal. There is strength and courage

in being unapologetically you and being able to take a

break for your own health!

0 3 W O M E N  V S  W O M E N
H A T E

This toxic culture of unhealthy competitiveness needs to

end!. Women bringing down women serves what purpose?

does it even make sense?. Some once told me that when

you notice women in a public space they often don't greet

each other or make eye contact. This got me thinking, why

do women avoid each other? Is there no 'real' love for

womanhood?. It costs nothing to start up a positive convo

with another woman. Women need to support each other

not just on social media, but in real life!. Everyone is out

here just trying to do life & Life is not a competition. Be kind 



TALK TO US
Facebook: Lethabo_ke_kganya_Home Scents
Instagram: Lethabo_ke_kganya_Home Scents
Email: Lindigrace85@icloud.com
website: 
https://lethabokekganya.business.site/

TALK TO US
Facebook: Lulubelle Organics 
Instagram: lulubelle_organics
Email:
lulubelleorganics@gmail.com

“Lethabo means
joy and Kganya is
to light up. Our
business name
Lethabo Ke
Kganya means;
Joy is Light”

The driving force behind Lethabo ke
kganya Home Fragrances is Lindiwe
Ratlhagane a mother of two amazing
boys named Lethabo and Kganya-
Lesedi.

Their products leave your home feeling
fresh with a personalized signature
scent. An accessory that will speak to
your heart and most certainly your
guest. 

“One  of  the  key

lessons  I’ve

learned  about

Covid-19  is  to  love

dearly  as  you’ll

never  know  what

tomorrow  brings“

Lusanda Bonani is the owner of
Lulubelle Organics/Natural Beauty
Products based in the South of
Johannesburg. Nature has inspired
her to make natural beauty products
that are nourishing for your skin and
hair at an affordable price. She shares
that:

What they offer: 

Lethabo Ke Kganya
Home fragrances
manufactures and sell 
•Scented Soy Candles; 
• Diffusers; 
•Linen & Room Mist and 
•Bath Salts. 

During this tough time
where we have all learned
to preserve may their
motto and their products
bring you light and joy. Use
their details for more
information.

While there was a nationwide
unrest due to the pandemic and
looting, their deliveries were
affected and stores ran out of
packaging. They had to face this
obstacle and keep the business
going when the going wasn’t easy. 

Here is what they offer: 
•Raw Shea Butter
•Whipped Shea Butter
•lip balms 
•soaps 
•body scrubs

Their skincare and haircare are
made from natural and organic
ingredients.

They would love for you to be
apart of that journey of self love
and self care. It’s all with natural
love.



About Sayuri
Owner and Optometrist Sayuri Chetty is not only passionate about
her patient’s wellness but will also do whatever it takes to add value
and to make a difference in every patient’s life. She utilizes the latest
technological and practical advancements in the various specialized
fields of optometry and finds ways and means to bring these latest
developments within reach of the patients in need. In addition,
Sayuri Chetty embarked into the Optometry field fourteen years ago.
Built on a passion for the optical profession and a drive for
unparalleled customer service Sayuri took over the Vision Works
Strubens Valley branch where she ran the practice with great
success. With this Vision, Sayuri Chetty now holds the title of four
other stores due to her dedication. She hopes to one day open a
kid’s free eye clinic to aid underprivileged children. She is a wife,
mum of two little boys and an entrepreneur. She is a part of a
family of optometrists, where her passion stems from.

THE EFFECT OF
ARTIFICIAL BLUE

LIGHT ON OUR EYES
By Sayuri Chetty
Too much time staring at a screen can cause digital eye

strain previously known as computer vision syndrome.

This screen time has increased substantially since

lockdown. If you consider that a computer is not the only

electronic device we use today, then digital eye strain

could be a better description as it encompasses all

electronic devices with LED displays. This condition

could cause blurred distance/near vision, difficulty

changing focus, dry eyes, eye fatigue, general

discomfort, and redness of the eyes. Neck and shoulder

pain are other symptoms. 

It has been suggested to use the 20:20:20 rule to avoid

the condition – every 20 minutes look away about 20 feet

for 20 seconds. 

It is important to ensure your little ones do not work too

close to screens or for long periods of time to prevent

myopia progression. Make sure they have time to play

and switch off devices being used one to two hours

before bedtime to ensure sleep onset and quality are not

compromised. Continuous screen use caused eye strain,

so it was important to take regular breaks.

 ‘In the case of mobile phones, be cautious as they have

smaller font sizes and are used at a closer working distance.

Screen time reduces blink rate and causes poor blink quality

resulting in evaporative dry eye. Remember to blink every

four seconds and ensure you are using spectacles

prescribed by your optometrist. Consider wearing spectacles

with blue-blocking coatings as this coating blocks harmful

blue light from all LED devices. It is important to note that

your screen should also be at eye level with a slightly

depressed gaze. The ideal distance between the eyes and

the screen is between 50cm and 70cm.

Light from LED screens emitted high energy visible blue light

similar to the sunlight except not as strong and this was also

thought to cause digital eye strain. The light in a working

environment can cause discomfort glare. This light also

contributes to sleep disruption.

My advice is to not spend long, continuous periods at the

screen of an electronic device. We must use these devices as

part of our new norm so maintaining proper visual hygiene

will ensure healthy eyes.



 
I am Dr Marshinee Naidoo, wife, mother and specialist psychiatrist, in private

practice in Johannesburg. I am affiliated with the Netcare Akeso Group and have

practices at Akeso Clinic Parktown and Akeso Clinic Alberton. In 2005, I

completed my MBBCh medical degree and qualified as a medical doctor from the

University of the Witwatersrand. I then completed my internship and community

service. My love for psychiatry led me to complete the Diploma in Mental Health

through the Colleges of Medicine South Africa. In 2012, I completed my

Fellowship in Psychiatry and graduated as a Specialist Psychiatrist from the

Colleges of Medicine South Africa.

I worked briefly as a consultant psychiatrist at Sterkfontein Hospital, where I

gained experience in forensic psychiatry. I have been in full-time private practice

since 2013. I believe in holistic patient care and working collaboratively with a

multi-disciplinary team of mental health professionals. I am conservative and

cautious in prescribing medication. 

I am very passionate about Women's Mental Health and Complex Post Traumatic

Stress Disorder and Trauma. I also have an interest in neuropsychiatry. I am

involved in many community outreach programs and provide mental health

education for school learners in Johannesburg. Another area of special interest is

Alcohol & Substance Use Disorders. I worked briefly at Houghton House

Rehabilitation Centre where I gained more experience in this field. 

I am currently involved with the Secunda General Practitioners, Specialists and

Sasol Power Station, to assist with patient assessment, follow-ups and

management of patients with Mental Health Disorders. I conduct patient group

therapy sessions at Life Brackenview Psychiatric Clinic, with the hope to educate

patients on Psychopharmacology as well as Understanding their Diagnosis.

Being a psychiatrist is my true calling and passion. I have always been fascinated

by the resilience of the human spirit and the power of the mind. In my 9 years of

practice, as a psychiatrist, I started to understand the journey of transformation. I

hear my patients’ stories every day and I am in awe of how strong and brave they

really are. Despite the scars, they carry. I draw on the analogy of a butterfly that

does not look back at the caterpillar in shame, just as we should not look back at

our past in shame. The past was part of our transformation. With my love for the

beauty industry, I decided to expand my scope of practice and venture into the

world of aesthetic medicine, which I believe would complement my work as a

psychiatrist. 

I have obtained a diploma in aesthetic medicine through the American Academy

of Aesthetic Medicine. This passion stems from my love for the beauty industry. I

am the founder and owner of Beautyfly Aesthetics in Houghton Estate. It has been

a challenging journey to make this dream a reality. It made me believe in the

beauty of my dreams; it allowed me to emerge and finally allowed me to fly.

In my free time, I enjoy exercise, swimming, pilates and yoga. I love cooking,

listening to music, writing, reading, travel, wildlife and nature. My most precious

moments are time spent with my husband and daughter. I live by the words of a

woman whose values resonates with me.

 

Stress Relief with Dr. NaidooStress Relief with Dr. Naidoo

DR Marshinee Naidoo

There is no greater gift you can give

or receive than to honor your calling. 

That is why you were born. And how

you become most truly alive. - Oprah

Winfrey 

 
 

I have realized that maintaining a healthy work-life balance is something thatI have realized that maintaining a healthy work-life balance is something that
women strive for in the fast-paced life style we, as women, lead.women strive for in the fast-paced life style we, as women, lead.  

  



TIPS ON RELIEVING

STRESS
Understand  Gender

Differences in Stress

If you're feeling more stressed

than your male counterparts,

don't take it as a sign that

you're not handling stress as

well; it might be because you're

experiencing more stress. Give

yourself a pat on the back for

handling what you already are,

and move confidently to step

two.

Eliminate What You Can

It seems that people are always

asking women (especially

mothers!) to help with group

projects like organizing office

birthday parties or running the

PTA. While many of these

activities are fulfilling, they can

add up to a significant amount

of stress just by filling your

schedule to the brim. While it

can be very difficult to say no

sometimes (especially if you

tend to be a "people pleaser"),

it's vital to your health and

happiness that you keep in

mind that saying yes to too

many requests means saying

no to things you need: time

alone, hobbies, and other soul-

nourishing activities. To

maintain a reasonable level of

daily stress, women need to get

used to the idea of setting

priorities and saying no.

Alter Your Perspective

Much of your experience with

stress can be eliminated with a

change in the way we look at

things. This may sound too good

to be true, but it is not! Altering

the way you conceptualize the

events you find stressful (viewing

them as a "challenge" instead of

a "threat," or an "opportunity"

instead of a "crisis," for example)

can actually make them feel less

threatening and stressful. When

you do not perceive a situation

as a threat, your body's stress

response is deactivated more

quickly (or does not get

triggered in the first place), and

you're more able to avoid the

effects of chronic stress.

Maintain Regular Stress-

Relieving Habits

You can also prevent yourself

from getting into an

overwhelmed state (where you

are more reactive to stress) by

maintaining some regular stress

relief activities as part of your

schedule. Studies show that

those who meditate regularly are

less reactive to stressors that

occur in their lives. Exercise is

also an important option to

remember; it can keep you

physically and emotionally

healthy. Journaling also has

many benefits for its users.

Adding one of these options to

your morning or nightly routine

could bring be especially useful.

Four Ways to Cope

with Stress: 

Exercise

Incorporate regular spurts of

movement into your day,

particularly if you spend most

of your time sitting behind a

desk. The exercise does not

need to be vigorous. Even

short daytime walks are helpful.

Use a fitness tracker or app on

your phone to track your

progress.

 

Sleep

Sleep boosts mood and helps

us to deal with daily challenges

more effectively. Wind down

two hours prior to bed by

stopping work, and avoid

caffeine beginning in the late

afternoon. Studies suggest that

mobile phone use in adults can

ruin your chances of getting a

good night’s sleep. So shut off

your devices in the evening

and wake up at the same time

each day to allow your body’s

natural sleeping rhythm to

express itself.

 

Seek out happiness

Prioritize hobbies and do them

on a regular basis, whether it is

family time or community

activism. 

 

Social support

Your group does not have to be

large, as long as it supports

your sense of connection and

shared experience. 

 

Remember, if a woman holds the power to create life,
she also holds the power to create the “Life She Wants”

Dr. Marshinee Naidoo



IF WE MAKE SELF-LOVE OR BODY ACCEPTANCE CONDITIONAL, 
THE TRUTH IS, WE WILL NEVER BE HAPPY WITH OURSELVES. THE
REALITY IS THAT OUR BODIES ARE CONSTANTLY CHANGING, AND
THEY WILL NEVER REMAIN EXACTLY THE SAME. IF WE BASE OUR

SELF-WORTH ON SOMETHING AS EVER-CHANGING AS OUR BODIES,
WE WILL FOREVER BE ON THE EMOTIONAL ROLLER COASTER OF

BODY OBSESSION AND SHAME
-CHRISSY KING



 

For many women, trying to cover up unsightly marks and blotches on their faces is a

part of their daily beauty routine. From young to old, dark to light-skinned,

pigmentation affects more than 40% of the female population. Turning to skin

lighteners that often contain harsh, damaging chemicals that further burn the skin,

many ladies feel that their pigmentation is going to be an unwanted part of their lives

forever. This needn’t be the case if you introduce yourself to Bhavna Buldoo. 

No stranger to the beauty and skincare world and with a mass of beauty awards

under her belt, she now brings us Flawless Aesthetics, a one-stop haven to all things

skin. Located in Lonehill in Johannesburg, her intimate and client-centric aesthetic

studio offers a range of cutting-edge treatments and procedures to make you feel

happy in your own skin again. 

One of the most sought-after treatments at her studio is the BioMedical Emporium

Complexion Corrector Peel. This is an advanced glycolic peel that penetrates deep

into the skin surface to correct existing pigmentation and prevent the formation of

new pigmentation. At Flawless Aesthetics, the BioMedical Emporium range is chosen

to be used because of its ability to penetrate deep into the skin tissue to rectify deep-

seated skin concerns and nourish new healthy skin cells as they develop. This is

because the BioMedical Emporium range is a derma cosmeceutical and works at a

deeper level than your average cosmeceutical. 

 

“Coming through every 4 – weeks for your Complexion Corrector Peel and

following a good homecare routine with the Dark Spot Corrector Serum and

Complexion Lite Cream, will allow you to see a significant lightening of your

existing pigmentation and prevent the development of new pigmentation,”

says Bhavna. She also highlighted that we often have more than one skin care

concern to deal with and a diligent skincare routine under the guidance of a

trained skin specialist will ensure you effectively treat all your skincare

concerns. 

At Flawless Aesthetics, you can treat several of your skin concerns including

skin tags, skin rejuvenation, hair removal and many others.  You would also be

able to experience many trending skin treatments such as Dermaplaning and

Microneedling. She is offering our readers a chance to start addressing their

skincare needs and concerns with a giveaway of a Completion Corrector Peel

to the value of R950 to a lucky ready. Simply follow her Instagram page

@flawlessaestheticsza and tag three friends on the competition post to stand a

chance to win. In celebration of women and our beauty, in the month of

August, she is also offering our readers a 10% discount on all glycolic peels

when booking with the code #WomansMonth

Follow Bhavna and Flawless Aesthetics on the Instagram

handle @flawlessaestheticsza or the Facebook page

@FlawlessAestheticsZa

Uncovering Pigmentation 

By Bhavna Buldoo



YOUR PERSONAL BRAND FOR SELF
CARE

 

Self-Care is creating awareness and

highlighting the benefits on an

individual’s Mental wellbeing. It

raises self- awareness, empowering

you to pay attention to your own

psychological, physical and

emotional wellbeing. On a personal

and professional level, I always

encourage the people I interact with

daily to make a personal commitment

and look after their health in a holistic

way. Self-care in collaboration with

self-awareness can help you to

recognize patterns in your emotions

creating boundaries in your personal

life and professional life. Ensuring that

you understand the trigger factors

that can lead to a relapse. However,

this does not mean that self-care is

the cure for mental or physical

illnesses, it enables you to function

within your limitations. Living in

challenging times, investing in our

self in the present will benefit us in the

future.

Rather than saying routine, I like to

call it creating your personal brand of

self-care that will depend on what

works best for you.  What do you

enjoy and what are your energy

levels? 

Consider your personality type, your

daily schedule, including your

health. 

Do a mental check on your body

during mediation, breathing in and

out deeply releasing the tension,

checking on your posture and

adjusting it. Practice healthy sleep

habits and listen to your body’s

needs. Going to bed at an earlier

time, ensuring that your bedroom is

comfortable and quiet so that you

enjoy 7 hours of sleep. 

Take care of your health.  Schedule

appointments with your doctor for

regular checkups. Compliance to

your medication is most important

and if you feel the need to adjust

your medication consult with your

doctor for a review.  Attend your

therapy appointments. 

It’s recommended that you get 30

minutes of exercise daily. It may not

be possible if you are struggling with

a mental or physical illness. Instead

take a walk with a friend or your pet.

Practice healthy eating habits.

Eating healthy is obviously a great

form of self-care. Sometimes it’s

impossible to have a home cooked

meal but rather eat each day a

healthy snack or a healthy sandwich

which includes a fruit.  

If a beauty or skincare routine helps

you, set aside time to pamper

yourself. You might be surprised at

the difference even a little bit of time

to focus on your skin can help.

At times you may not feel

comfortable to talk to a friend,

schedule an appointment with your

therapist to release that emotional

stress. Cognitive behavioural

therapy is key to self-care as one

learns coping mechanism to cope

with personal and social stress. It

also creates self-awareness,

improves your cognitive function

and you become better at decision

making.  I found that one of the best

ways to help me concentrate is

reading motivational literature and

answer the questions at the end of

each chapter. A journal helps me get

over my bad days, writing my

thoughts, doing self-introspection

and listing my short or long-term

goals. On a personal approach I

learnt that forgiveness for yourself

and towards people that hurt you,

allows you to release that burden. It

does not mean one forgets but it

mends you emotionally. I like to say

to that you feel liberated. Self-

awareness is an important part of

self-care, so don’t neglect your

emotions!

By Samentha Reddy
 

 

Professional Mental Health Nurse and Ms Unseen International KZN Finalist 2021
 



WOMEN IN  BUSINESS

Nonkululeko Bohlale Matebesi is  a  young,  diligent  woman  who  is

self-motivated.  She  attained  a  BCom  Degree  from  the  University  of

Pretoria,  a  certification  for  the  Women  in  Power  Programme  which

was  a  collaboration  of  Duke  University  and  Black  Management

Forum.  She  also  has  a  Programme  in  Management  Development  and

progressed  into  a  Post  Graduate  Diploma  in  Business  Administration ;

a  Post  Graduate  Diploma  in  General  Management,  which  ultimately

led  to  the  attainment  of  a  Master’s  in  Business  Administration  (MBA)

through  Gordon  Institute  of  Business  Sciences.  

A  proud  leader  within  the  public  sector ;  a  sector  key  in  driving

change  within  the  landscape  of  the  South  African  economy.  A  young

South  African  who  advocates  for  servant  leadership  that  is  ethical.

She  embraces  the  philosophy  of  UBUNTU  Leadership  understanding

that  indeed  she  is  part  of  a  collective.  A  Regional  representative  of

the  Affirmative  Employment  and  Skill  Development  Committee ;

representing  Black  Females.  Nonkululeko  is  a  part  of  the  founding

members  of  the  Gender-Based  Violence  (GBV) committee  within  her

organisation  of  employment,  spreading  awareness  on  GBV  through

workshops,  education,  transfer  of  knowledge  and  making

recommendations  on  policies  around  GBV.

An  entrepreneur  at  heart,  Nonkululeko  is  a  Founder  and  CEO  of

GLOW  Premium  hair  products.  GLOW  is  a  premium  brand  offering

luxury  hair,  hair  care  products  enriched  with  ARGAN  OIL  essentials.

GLOW  offers  hair  care  equipment  and  accessories  for  females  who

wear  their  confidence  with  pride.  Females  that  embrace  beauty  and

elegance  effortlessly  with  ease  and  convenience  with  an  end-to-end

hair  care  solution.  Nonkululeko  drives  innovative  operational

solutions  to  accommodate  the  best  interests  of  her  clients  at  all

times.

Nonkululeko  is  passionate  about  giving  and  has  seen  her

philanthropy  work  touching  the  lives  of  many  school  children  in  her

drive  of  giving  school  shoes  and  school  bags.  Her  partnership  with

local  foundations  in  pursuit  of  youth  development  in  less  fortunate

communities  has  been  fulfilling.  

''You are more than enough, go and pursue your GOD given purpose.''
- Nonkululeko Bohlale Matebesi 



Website and mobile building and CMS

E-Commerce development

App development

Chat-bots

Arduino Electronics

3D printing

Raspberry

Artificial Intelligence

Digital Marketing

Remote Pilot License (Drone)

Drone building

Drone mechanics

Data Analysis

Who we are
Abaguquli means Transformers, translated from Zulu. It is also our

philosophy. We aim to transform lives through education and

innovation. We are a black, women-owned level 1 BBBEE registered

non-profit company and nonprofit organisation dedicated and

passionate about transformation. We upskill and train people with

fourth industrial revolution skills.

Our Mission
To empower youth with skills to become financially independent

through freelancing, starting co-operatives or their own business.

Abaguquli offers a range of training interventions and managed and

support services across industries.

Our Training

How have you persevered during this pandemic?
Our major challenge during the pandemic was a

shortage of computers and tablets. The network

providers are limited in more remote areas. We needed

to train within the restrictions on the numbers of

people for gatherings. We remained adaptable to the

changes. We split groups and created smaller classes

to remain within the restrictions whilst observing all

protocols that needed to be in place.

Our challenge now is trying to get companies to

sponsor the electronic equipment that they have

written off on their asset register to our learners who

have completed the training, as they need to generate

income and are currently sharing equipment.

Contact details for future customers. 
E-mail: info@abaguquli.co.za
Tel: +27 (0) 21 023 1269

We are located in Cape Town but have satellite offices

nationwide.

ABAGUQULI
by Aasiyah Adams
Founding Director



CreatingButtercreamDreams

INGREDIENTS
1 3/4 CUPS ALL-PURPOSE FLOUR
2 CUPS WHITE SUGAR - GRANULATED
3/4 CUP UNSWEETENED COCOA POWDER (NOMU)
1 1/2 TSP BAKING SODA
3/4 TEASPOON SALT
2 LARGE EGGS
1 CUP BUTTERMILK
1/2 CUP STORK FOR BAKING BUTTER MELTED
1 TBSP VANILLA BEAN EXTRACT
1 CUP HOT NESCAFE COFFEE (DECAF) OR 2 TSP
INSTANT COFFEE IN 1 CUP BOILING WATER.

Preheat  the  oven  to  180 °C.  Grease  and  f lour

baking/cupcake  pans  (or  l ine  with  parchment

paper  circles)  /  and  set  them  aside.

In  the  large  bowl  stir  together  f lour,  sugar,

cocoa,  baking  soda,  and  salt .  Add  eggs,

buttermilk,  melted  butter  and  vanil la  extract

and  beat  unti l  smooth  (about  3  minutes) .  

Stir  in  hot  coffee  with  a  rubber  spatula.  Batter

wil l  be  very  runny.

Pour  batter  evenly  between  the  pan/s  and

bake  on  the  middle  rack  of  the  oven  for  about

25 -35  minutes,  unti l  a  toothpick  inserted  in

the  centre  comes  out  clean.  

Allow  to  cool  in  pans,  then  run  a  butter  knife

or  skewer  around  the  edges  of  each  cake  or

middle  of  cupcakes.  

Cool  completely  before  handling  or  frosting

and  add  toppings  of  your  choice.

DIRECTIONS

By Yuveshka Reddy
Hi there! My name is Yuveshka, Owner and Head Baker at

Creamier by the Dozen.

I am currently a Senior Research Executive for a leading data,

insights and consulting company. I’m the happiest when

spending time in my kitchen (whipping up buttercream or

cooking a delicious, hearty meal) and spending time at the beach. 

Prior to my career, I always loved baking for family and friends. By

word of mouth, these little orders became more frequent until one

day, I decided to start a Facebook page that received a high

reach, really more than expected (yes, Social Media Marketing is

huge)! This ultimately became my Passion, turned into a

Profession (side hustle) which I am so grateful for. I am constantly

researching the world of baking as I am so firmly grounded on the

fact that WE LEARN EVERY SINGLE DAY. 

I am a self-taught baker in which I love to describe my baking

style as simple yet elegant. I love adding touches of florals and

creating buttercream dreams! Thank you for your support, I look

forward to meeting many more of you!

Here is a quick recipe, in which you’re able to achieve the Matilda

Chocolate Cake / Moist Cupcakes of your Dreams 😊



BOOK REVIEW BY KERUSHA CHETTY

Unbecoming to
Become by Ayanda
Mangubane
Borotho
Growing up in a Zulu home where her dad refused to see her

through the oppressive eyes that the World sees little girls,

domestication was not segregated on gender and everybody

was treated as equals, Ayanda's first encounter with patriarchy

was when her widowed mum was ostracised and had to deal

with superstitious beliefs and was confined to stereotypical

socialisation.

The inconsistencies between men and women became more

evident as she progressed through her life journey being a

township “dethroned, invisible” girl child who will one day marry

and leave home to anchor another family’s name which ‘meant

not carrying the legacy and surname of her family. This created

additional pressure on her to bear sons to carry a legacy who will

have more prominence than her despite her being their mother –

“an insignificant female.” Bearing a child out of wedlock, working

in a male-dominated world, betrayed by someone she loved,

subjected to life's demeaning acts threatening her dignity and

brainwashing her self-worth and losing her self-identity are some

of the battles she faced along with her toxic rollercoaster

relationship with a high flying gangster who was an absent

father. She was hopeful that she could remodel him and elevate

him into a businessman state to complete her picture and gain

her family’s acceptance so she settled for less dimming her own

light and accommodating his mediocrity.

Women are socialised to derive worth outside of us instead of

within us, society expects us to do or be something other than

our unfiltered, unedited, uncensored selves to prove we are

worthy. We should be taught from an early age to cook and clean

because it teaches us responsibility, independence and to

respect the space in which we live not servanthood to a

man.Ayanda emphasises the importance of knowing who we are

because the existence of our being becomes our marriage and

family hence losing our self-identity. As a woman, wife, mother

and celebrity, she had to conquer people’s opinions, family and

society’s expectations and make that decision to be her

authentic self, choosing influence over popularity and real over

fake. Based on her real-life experiences, she states that many

women who are in our close circles are at war with themselves,

they want to be you, which starts as admiration progresses into

jealousy and contempt as you unknowingly magnify their

insecurities. Their ultimate validation is to conquer you, destroy

you and simply control other people’s perception of you which is

described as Pull Her Down Syndrome. 

''Women are socialised to derive
worth outside of us instead of
within us, society expects us to do
or be something other than our
unfiltered, unedited, uncensored
selves to prove we are worthy.''

Ayanda believes that women need platforms and

opportunities to express the power that already

exists in us. We are powerful in every way, shape

and form. Our power is dependent on us

recognising that we are already powerful. No one

can ignite what is not already within us. God

created us to multiply humanity in all-powerful

forms, male and female. Unbecoming to Become is

Ayanda’s personal memoir to re-discovering her

true self (self-love), the unlearning, relearning a

different truth, as she un-defined, and redefined a

different narrative. This is an ultimate women

empowerment, soul food book which challenges as

we know it “societal norms” and liberates women.

Remember to always embrace being a Rebel

Queen: A female who rises in opposition to a system

that attempts to remove her crown, dim her light

and destroy her power.

Kerusha Chetty (Multi-faceted: “A Divine Feminist: a state of
eternal being that no one can take away from me”, A Corporate

Supply Chain Specialist, a Poet and a Model)
 



TALK TO US
Facebook:   
Shanti Aesthetics and Day Spa 
Instagram: Shantiaestheticsandday
Email: 
shivaniarjoon02@gmail.com

TALK TO US

Facebook: https: Gattislife
Instagram: gatti_life_alberton
Email:
gattisalberton@yahoo.com

”I ’m  advertising
my  business  a  lot
more,  I  might
not  exactly  be
where  I  want  to
be  but  we  are
trying  our  best
each  day“

The Shanti Aesthetic Day Spa was
founded by 21 year old Shivani.
Shivani’s real motivation behind
creating the spa is her mother’s last
wish but due to the pandemic
business has proven to be slower
than what she would’ve expected. 

What they offer:
•Slimming treatments
(laser lipo , injections , a
sauna room )  
•Facials 
•Manicures and pedicures 
•Tattoo removal and so
many more beauty
therapies.

To find out more about
what they have to pamper
you with you can find them
on facebook, Instagram or
simply email them. 

They work by appointment
due to COVID and They are
very strict with sanitizing
and following COVID
protocols. 

They are a beauty and
Aesthetics spa  based in Durban
North.

”What I loved
ultimately was
creating authentic
consumer
relationships and I’m
so delighted I took
these pivotal traits
with me to cultivate
my further success”

When the pandemic struck, it
brought with it devastating
changes for the now GATTI
franchise owners. That change
came in the form of job loss and as
a result of that setback, it led them
into discovering a need for the
frozen confectionery service.
 Vanessa goes on to say,

They provide:

• Water suckers, milk lollies, full cream
and double cream tubs available in
different sizes.
•Their ice creams are packaged in a box
of 20 or 30 and you have the option of a
1,2 or 5 litre tub.
•They supply soft serve selections for
machine use on order.
•Their most popular lines are the Jelly &
custard, Choc 25,the classic wafer and  fruit
sherbet granadilla.

•In the face of the pandemic,
they ensure to engage safely
and with the utmost care, be
it at their premises or via
delivery. 
For more information on
their product, please visit
their pages or simply drop an
email. 

https://www.facebook.com/Gattislife/


Beverley Maphakane
Facebook: Beverley Maphakane
Instagram: @beverley_maphakane
Twitter: @beverley_mapkay

OUR CONTRIBUTORS SOCIAL MEDIA HANDLES

Liz Ferrett
Instagram:liz_fragrancequeen  
 www.thefragrancequeen.co.za

Kerusha Chetty
Instagram: keru_chetty
Facebook: Kerusha Chetty

Saloshini Moodley
Instagram-@moodleysaloshini
saloshini.moodley41@gmail.com

Yuveshka Reddy
Facebook: Creamier by the Dozen 
Instagram: creamierbythedozen 
TikTok: yuveshka_r

Abaguquli 
Facebook: https://web.facebook.com/abaguquli/?
_rdc=1&_rdr 
Linkedin:
https://www.linkedin.com/company/abaguquli-npc/ 
Website: www.abaguquli.co.za 

Samentha Reddy
Facebook: Samentha Reddy       
Instagram: @sammt92  
Email: samenthareddy196@gmail.com

Nonkululeko Bohlale Matebesi 
Instagram: @lush_glow_hair 
& @nonkznumba 

Marshinee Naidoo
Website: www.drmarshineenaidoo.com/ 
Instagram: drmarshineenaidoo
beautyaestheticsjhb

Hilary Green
Facebook: hilarygreenwriter  
Instagram: @InHilsHead
Website: www.hilarygreen.co.za

Maya Jagjivan Kalicharan
Website: https://inmywords.co.za/
Email - jagjivanm@gmail.com
Facebook https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?
id=530589552
Twitter - @maya_jag
Instagram @inmyword_maya

 

Nomfundo Nonobbee
Instagram @Nonobbee
Aretas Lounge - @aretas_lounge
Basil Spa - @basil_beauty_bar
Africalture foundation -
@africalture_foundation

Bhavna Buldoo
Instagram @flawlessaestheticsza o
Facebook  @FlawlessAestheticsZa

 Khululwa-Holly Mcetywa
Instagram queenkblogza
queenkblogsa.wixsite.com

Sayuri Chetty
sayurivisionworks@gmail.com

http://www.hilarygreen.co.za/
https://inmywords.co.za/
mailto:jagjivanm@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=530589552
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thebossmag_

connect@bossbabesofsouthafrica.co.za

Thank you to all

our contributors

-The Boss Mag

Team


